FAMILY 7/2019

FALL IN LOVE WITH CLASSIC SHAPES AND VIVID COLORS

In regular sizes: A viscose jumpsuit, cropped chinos, a T-shirt and a merino sweater. In plus sizes: A gorgeous jersey tunic, figure-hugging jeggings and a cozy hoodie dress. Sizes 32–44 and 46–56.

AN ORDINARY WEEK

For him: A fabulous corduroy jacket, a merino turtleneck sweater, two practical pairs of pants, a striped T-shirt, a two-color cotton chambray shirt, a chunky hand-knitted merino scarf, and a Jacques Cousteau style garter-stitch beanie.

For her: Two elegant skirts and a classic, lightweight organic-cotton lawn shirt. Sizes 32–44 for women and 46–56 for men.